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DESIGN OF A TWO ELEMENT INTERFEROMETER LOCAL OSCILLATOR SYSTEM

bstract

The problems of the local oscillator system are discussed starting, with. the basic

requirements of the two element Interferometer-presently under construction at NRAO.

Sever0. systern possibilities are discussed including the one W c h will be actually used.

The reasons f r the choice are elaborated :vv, 11 a block diagram can be found in figure 9.

To , keep this report to a.reasonable length, the analysis of the various systems

has Ipeen drastically abbreviated — more detailed presentations should be available in

the future when existing notes have been sufficieritly organized. In addition, the switched

systtm will be more thorougbly analyzed and will be presented in a final report.

This report is by no means complete n r
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Introduct: n

2

The interfer meter system presently -under const ction at NRAO is in addition

to bei worknng system for staff use a research tool for . investigating the pr blems

associated with multi-element antennas or systems composed of many antennas. This

consider don dictates the need for versatility Iii electronic system interconnection.

The basic layout of the NRAO interferometer has been previously discussed ;

tber re, we will not go into any great detail here, particularly with regard to the

"astronomical," considerations. The system will observe a band of frequencies centered

at 2695 Mc which will give an utput at IF of 2 thru 12 Mc; double sideband technique is

US d [2], [1]. The present 85-foot antenna is to be used in conj ction with a movable

8-too; version which can be spaced 1200 m 1500 in, 1800 m, 2100 m 2400 in, or

2700 m from the present 85-foot antenna. If overall system phase uncertainty is „?, 10°,

serious ambiguities will occur; therefore, a phase lock system should be able to maintain

phase stability to a small fraction of 10°.

The previous information is the basis for our design problems: the relatively

high frequency in conjunction with the large spacings which range from about n, NO

to about 24,000 A. The problems apparently have been simplified slightly by choosing

to convert the received signal down to a lower frequency as shown in figures lc and id.

Figures lb and ld are refinements on la and lc in that combining of signals is done at a

central point. Since we have converted down to IF (2-12 Mc in the presently proposed

system) in figures le and ld, central combining as in figure ld is not necessary. The

problem now becomes one of phase locking the local oscillators (or local oscillator signals)

at the two antennas; this is a simplification since a single frequency at 2695 Mc rather th

a band of frequencies centered at 2695 Mc is involved. Figure 2 shows the three basic

possibilities: (a) two oscillators which are phase locked, (b) a single local oscillator with

a phase corrected path to the remote antenna, and (c) a single centrally located oscillator

connected to each antenna by paths with identical characteristics.
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FIGURE 2

LOCAL OSCILLATOR PLACEMENT



Also, we have a choke from sever possibilities ,f r the connecting links: a

cable system a waveguicle system, a surface-wave transmission line system, and a

system. All are subject to phase variations and large attenua-

tions which present complications. Figure 3 shows the attenuations and phase changes

which can be expected for certain cables and free space propagation. A cable system

has advantages of slow phase variations and is probably easier to use over broad band-

widths; it is more practical when many antennas are used at relatively close spacings;

it is not subject • interference and is not likely to interfere with other parts of the sys-

tem. Some disadv t es of a cable system are its high cost (both the cable and instal-

laden are expensive) and because of large attenuations several expensive amplifiers are

needed.

On the other hand, free space propagation links make use of a free transmission

medium which has lower loss than cables; in addition, we are provided with possibilities

of accurate measurement of antenna separation.. Atmospheric phase variations are thought

to be relatively slow but multi-path effects are also important and may contribute apparent

fast phase fluctuations. The combined effect of multi-path and atmospheric variations is

being measured in a current experiment at NRAO. In addition, this system is an inter-

ference generator and receiver and becomes impractical for an array of many relatively

closely spaced antennas.

Waveguide, like rigid cable, requires many connectors and is difficult to install;

it is subject to large phase changes and attenuation changes when there are temperature

variations. Some of these problems are circumvented by overmodi but other difficulties

arise which become practical limitations.

Surface-wave transmission line is another possibility — it exhibits low loss

which is comparable to conventional waveguide but exposure to the atmosphere w uld

give large phase fluctuations from dirt, moisture, temperature changes, and incident

radiant energy changes. Since approximately 9070 of the transmitted energy is within a

radius of one wavelength, a system utilizing large u.nderground conduit could be used to

obtain a stable environment; major contributors to loss would be the supports and line

sag.
Therefore, it appears that a cable system should be constructed initially.
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========= ======.1
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Figure 3



The California Institute of Technology Interferometer System [2]

It has been suggested that possibly a system, similar to tile one used by the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology at the Owens Valley Radio Observatory could be utilized

by NRAO. Figure 4 shows a Kock diagram of the receiver; figure 5 shows a block dia-

gram of the phase look system.

It is obvious that the system is dependent on mirror image cable and/or radiated

The minimum spacing to be used at NRAO is 1200 m and as shown in figure 6,

there will be SPariS of about 000 m from the reference signals. From the information

of figure 3 it is easy to see that at 2695 Mc there could be as much as 64* difference

in the received signals when the best cable is used (for a difference of 3 C or greater

in cable temperatures). The 2700 m spacing would give a proportionally greater amount.
Of course, these are maximums and if the gables are buried, temperature c anges can

be held to a minimum. Similar calculations show that for maximum spacing (2700 m),

the low frequency reference is subject to a maximum difference of ^4 O. 19°,11Vic which is

acceptable for low frequency references in the low megacycle region. As previously

mentioned, a radiated link is subject to other perturbations and would not be as stable

as a good cable system.

Therefore, we can conclude that although a good non-phase locked cattle system

could be used in a limited observation program, more extended programs would require

Phase locking of the high frequency reference signals at the two antennas; any lowfre-

quency references present no problems of this nature.



FIGURE 4

CAL. TECH REGEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Frequency stability 360n

S 360 x 3 x 104
O. 1F = x.108

m Phase Correction Loo

Each antenna site requires a local oscillator signal of 2695 Mc which should have

fixed and/or known phase relations with each other. Also, it is easily seen that unless

the transmission paths between a reference source and each site are identical, in length,

a frequency perturbation would cause a relative phase change in proportion to the fre-

quency and length difference.

where d maximum phase change in degrees

n number of wavelengths at fo (center frequency).

Path length = 30, 000 n

O. 1°

This gives us the order of stability required if the interferometer system is fed

at one end when maximum spacing (2700 m) is used with a "passive" cable system or a

phase correcting system which has a response time slower than the changes induced by

the reference source variations.

We should also note that, depending on the overall system design and the nature

of the observational program, even if central spacing of the reference is used, there

would be phase fluctuations of equal amounts at both antennas relative to another source

at a fixed position in proportion to the frequency variations and length of path between an

antenna and the reference which might be of concern in the experiment.

The actual connecting link must transmit a reference signal to the remote site

and return information about the remotely received signal which can be used for emu-

parison purposes at the home site, Obviously, we have to either use exactly the same

link for the return transmission or use link with known characteristics. These



characteristics can be determined if they have a known relationship with the forward

path and do not have to be independently available. Therefore the possibilities of What

becomes multiplexing can be listed as follows:

Physical.

1. Directional discrimination.

2. Multiple cables.

Frequency.

1, Remotely received signal, is changed in

frequency before it is returned.

C. Time.

1. A path is used alternately for the two

propagation directions.

A directional discrimination system is a straightforward approach which is

basically totally dependent on the directional discrimination characteristics of available

components. A multiple cable technique basically depends on matched cables.

The frequency translation schemes usually depend on a known relationship between

transmission characteristics at two different frequencies; in addition to frequency discrimi-

nation, directional discrimination can also be used to separate the transmitted and received

signals.

Time sharing appears to have attractive possibilities but is faced with limitations

on maximum switching speeds so that "stable state" phase comparisons can be made while

phase stability is maintained.

To correct for phase variations we must be able to measure them; hybrid tees

are quite suitable for this purpose. If amplitude variations are a problem, two such phase

detectors can be used with a 90° phase shift included in one leg of one of the phase detectors

as shown in figure 7. This 
900 

can easily be obtained at microwave frequencies with a

short slot hybrid (3 db coupler).
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A fundamental difficulty arises in phase measurement ambiguity, This

ambiguity generally appears as a 1809 uncertainty; this is usually caused by a phase

measuring system correcting at half the length of the measurement path. It is possible

to eliminate the ambiguity by operating the measuring system at half the operating fre-

quency and doubling frequency at each antenna position. The disadvantage of this scheme

is that the system phase error is approximately doubled. If the system has a known re-

lationship between transmission characteristics at different frequencies, a lower fre-

quency (most conveniently fL0/2) can be transmitted from one site to the other in addi

tion to fLO so that the better accuracy of measurement at fLo car be utilized; this half

frequency is then used to resolve the ambiguity. It is possible to frequency divide with

accuracies of about 3° which is sufficiently accurate for 180
0
 discrimination; the dis-

advantages are additional amplifier requirements and transmission characteristics

differences.

Phase correction can now be made by one or a combination of several different

ways — mechanical, ferrite phase shifter, varactor phase shifters, or variation of TWT

amplifier voltages such as the helix voltage. In general, any correcting unit should be

located in a closed loop so that setting accuracies are not important; this is particularly

true of any active devices.

Another area of consideration is lobe rotation; this can be accomplished in two

basic ways. The most obvious way is to continuously add delay into the signal path of

the proper antenna — because this is of the order of 11,000 X to 24,000 X, this method

is not very practical. The other method is one used at the California Institute of Tech-

nology and outlined in figure 8. During operation, the phase shifter "P" is rotated at a

rate required to give the necessary frequency difference between f and f
LO i 	1-#02
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NON-AMPLITUDE SENSITIVE PHASE DETECTOR

FIGURE 8

LOBE ROTATION
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Proposed systems and sub systems have been diagrammed in figures 9 thru 23;

they can be listed as follows:

1, Switched (figure 9).

2. Double sideband (figure 10).

3. Single sideband, frequency translated

(figures 11, 12, 13).

• Counting (figures 14, 15).

Single sideband reflected (figures

16, 17, 18).

6. High order multiplier (figures 19, 20).

7. Placement of system component parts

at each site with a switched, lobe rotated

system (figure 21).

8. Front-end amplifier phase compensation

(figure 22).

9. Line amplifiers (figure 23).

The design considerations of each of the above systems is discussed below:

1. Of primary concern in a switched system is the pm/itching rate. The

minimum rate is determined by the rate of change of the measured variables; the maxi-

mum rate is determined by either physical or state-of-art considerations or a combina-

tion of both.

In our case, the minimum rate is determined by the maximum rate

of change of phase in the connecting link; a buried cable link appears to be well adapted

to providing a slow changing system. The maximum rate will be determined by the

transmission time between the two sites at their maximum separation plus the time neces.

sary for comparison and possibly the maximum switching rate obtainable with microwave

switch e6.
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The basic mode of operation of a switched system is as follows:

cable No.
Site A Site B

Neglecting transit times, half the time the loc oscillator signal is

connected to both cables at site A and the phase difference is measured at site B. The

other half of the time the cables are connected together at site 13 and a phase comparison

is made at site A.

Basic mathematical analysis:

Let LO output be cos cot

= phase shift of cable No, 1

= phase shift of cable No. 2

—— time cables are connected together A

T
2

 = time cables are connected together at B

During T i , cos (cot + is compared with cos (cot + 95 2) at B. A

simple phase comparison gives us cos (Pi

During T2 , cos cot is compared with cos (cot + q5 )1\ at A. A

phase comparison gives us cos (c5 i + 02).

The cos ((pi - 02) and cos (0 1 + ch) can easily be combined since the

remote comparison cos (cb i - 02) is of low frequency and can be transmitted directly or

digitally to A using suitable time delays in the system.

When the transit time of the cables is considered, we find that com-

parison times are reduced accordingly. Since the maximum spacing will be 2700 m ; we

have a cable length with about a 10 ,sec delay. A rou.gh figure for the maximum switch-

ing frequency is F = (T i + T2 + 46) -1 or (2T + 40'4 , If ' Isteady state" conditions can be

obtained in 10 5 cycles, at 2700 Mc, T 35 ,sec,
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FIGURE

SWITCHED SYSTEM
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concern.
A2132Generally, II

2 

[sin (20
c + + 952 + 04) + sin (2(pc 05)1

- 18 -

A good .cable system with expected thermal time constants would have

-about 24° maximum phase shift per hour .. (. 00667°/sec), Therefore, a switching -rate as

low as 1 0/0 would be sufficient. This is fortunate because the microwave :switches used

must impart the same transmission characteristics to the link for both directions Of

transmission', suitable switches tend not to be capable of high switching rates.

2. Basic operation of the double sidel3amd system is to transmit the local

. oscillator signal to the remote antenna and to return the two sidebandsprodu pect.by a

balanced mixer; 
the only filtering required here is to suppress the local oscillator signal

.(and any generated harmonics).

The output of the ratio' circuit ril tt	tan (2 q + 953)

where II = A2 B2 sin (2(pc 	+ 03) cos (02

, + 44)

2 2
I B cos (24b + + cp ) cos (95 + )

c 3 2 4

with the assumption that the velocity of propagation is the same for all frequencies of

A2B2
I = [COS (2 Cb

c

 + 0
1 

4
°
 
0

3 

±

where

ci54) + cos (20
c

c 

is the phase correction.

ch i is the LO signal phase shift in the forward direction.

03 is the LO signal frequency phase shift in the return

direction.

02 is the phase difference between w 2 and we

153 + 04 is the phase shift of the returned upper sid,eband.

- 05 is the phase shift of the returned lower sideband.
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FIGURE 14

COUNTING SYSTEM

SONO, OM, •■••••••

FIGURE 15

COUNTING SYSTEM



3. The basis for the operation of the single sideband frequency transla-
• (0ton system is to frequency translate the returned sxgnal so that frequency discrimination

can be used in addition to directional discrimination. Figure 12 is a variation of figure

11, whereas figure 13 is a variation which eliminates some amplitude perturbations and

shows this system' s similarity to the double sicleband arrangement.

This system also requires a frequency independent velocity of propa-

gation besides keeping (0 3 - 02) Filtering is necessary to remove the other side-

bands in addition to the local oscillator signal.

4. The counting system is based on the principle that the electrical length

(number of A) of a path is based on the frequency, the velocity of propagation and the

physical length, Therefore, the number of X at a given frequency can be determined if

the number of cycles are counted as the frequency is changed between two known frequencies.

Let N number of observed cycles

1 = physical length

f = the higher frequency

the lower '.frequency.

1 (Af
2
 - Al

i
) N

Number of wavelengths at f = n =
2

12

LI f
2 1and f and their ratio can be accurately maintained, the problem becomes one of

knowing the variations (if any) of the velocity of propagation. To be useful for phase lock-

ing it must be possible to count fraction of cycles accurately; for example. r accuracy

would require a count of:



could either be so low that it would not contribute an. Imp rtant am unt ef phase shift1

- 2

360 n or 360 (

It is not certain that this technique could be used for phase locking

but it could be used to determine the number of A, of a path — this would be most useful

between. feed horns via, free spi. , ce to determine the exact number of A, separation.

50 The single sideband "reflected" system is probably the simplest but

since it depends on a nrefiected” sign it is very susceptible to VSWR changes. When

repeater amplifiers become involved, this type of system is out f the running when our

accuracy requirements are considered.

6. The Mgh o:rder multiplier system relies on the feasibility of multi-

plication of some relatively/low frequency at each antenna site. The reference frequency

while being transmitted between sites or a relatively simple phase correcting circuit

could be used. Figure 20 shows that the overall operation is basically dependent on the

ability to divide frequency and maintain phase since a simple multIplier circuit would

simply multiply the phase error.

Figure 21 shows the placement of system component parts at each site

for the switched system with lobe rotation capabilities exclusive of any components neces-

sary to maintain phase stability of a front-end amplifier; a, possible scheme f r this is

shown in figure 22. It sh be noted that all di rams are of general n ture and d

not show all the necessary amplifiers or filters, etc.

The line amplifiers used are dependent on the ao

several possibilities are shown in figure 23. Figure 23a, uses tw

desired gain characteristics are dependent on the hybrids used; either single or multiple

frequency could be used with total gain and phase error determined by the isolation of the

hybrids. Figure 23b shows the addition of filters which are made possible by multi,-

frequency operation. Figures 23c thru. 23f have the e.'•vant e of using a single amplifier

*

ration

amplifiers whose



in conjunction with isolators which may be of the directional (d), frequency (0, or

time (e) types. In figure 231 an amplifier is connected so that it looks like a negative

impedance which compensates for the line loss. Since directiona1 is lators and filters

are quite temperature sensitive, the switching version appears to be the type offering

the best performance.
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SINGLE SIDEBAND REFLECTED SYSTEM

FIGURE 17

SINGLE SIDEBAND REFLECTED SYSTEM
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SEPARATE MULTIPLIER TYPE SYSTEM

FIGURE 20

PHASE LOCKED MULTIPLIER
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FIGURE 22

FRONT-END AMPLIFIER PHASE COMPENSATION
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The following points must be determined:

1. What are the limits of stability of a phase corrected amplifier?

2. What phase stability can be obtained with a low order multiplier?

3. What phase stability can be maintained by a high order multiplier?

4, \Clot is the phase stability of microwave switching?

The frequency discrimination and directional discrimination schemes all suffer

from errors introduced by repeater amplifiers and filter; Ulm efore, if the answer to

four above is acceptable, a switched system appears to have the greatest potential (see

figures 9 and 21). If the answer to three is within the accuracy specified for the system,

the high order multiplier system (see figure 19) would be preferable; if not, the design

would be determined by points one, two and as previously mentioned, four.

In summary, the switched system will be pursued with the loop frequency being

determined by considering the above points in conjunction with the ambiguity problem.
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